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Big think
In the history of
human beings, how
long ago did gay,
lesbian or bisexual
behaviours begin?

Did you guess that we don’t know? If so
you were correct!
However, it has been documented in ancient civilisations across the globe
for thousands of years, from Europe to Africa, from America to Asia!
Although we only have documentation from when people started writing
things down, we also know that these behaviours are present throughout
nature too!
People aside, homosexual and bisexual behaviour has been observed in a
total of1500 species from worms to primates. This count was as of the last
study (2006), so who knows how many more research will uncover!
Given that our modern research suggests that several genes contribute up
to 25% of our sexuality, perhaps it shouldn’t be surprising that where there
are people there are diverse sexualities!

Some helpful terms and their meanings
Homosexual

Romantic or sexual attraction to
the same sex (homo means
‘same’ in this word)

You may hear people
use gay or lesbian to
talk about people who
feel this way.

Heterosexual

Romantic or sexual attraction to
the opposite sex (hetero means
‘different’ in this word)

You may hear people
use ‘straight’ to talk
about people who feel
this way.

Bisexual

Romantic or sexual attraction to
both genders (bi means two
here)

This is often abbreviated
to ‘bi’

Pansexual

Romantic or sexual attraction to
all genders (pan means all here)

Asexual

Sexual or romantic attraction to
no one.

Pansexual
acknowledges that
these days not
everyone feels like
they fit into the boxes
‘male’ or ‘female’ and
that there are many
ways to express your
gender.

Why is it important to have role
models?

Discuss!
So, considering LGB
identities have been
around for a very long
time, do we think there
are enough
representation and
enough role models for
LGB people in the
world?
LGB contributions to history are not always obvious, we may have incorrect ideas
about where there were important LGB contributors, for examples…

There are no LGB leaders!

Here are some famous LGB monarchs from European history! (not to
We also have modern heads of state who are out as LGB!
mention the rest of the world)

There are no famous LGB scientists!
Louise Pearce
Developed
treatment for
African Sleeping
Sickness, alongside
other medical
research.
Alan Turing
Indispensable in
cracking German
codes in WW2,
made general use
computers possible

Sarah Josephine
Baker
As a doctor made
loads of progress
in how to prevent
spread of illness
and keep some of
the most
vulnerable people
well.

Leonardo Da
Vinci
Made significant
contributions to
arts and science
across his
lifetime.

There are no famous LGB
footballers…

…Okay but where are the men?
England’s
topand
4 divisions
to have
In America
Australiayet
there
are aa
publically
player
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coupleout
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whoteams…
have
continued to play

Megan Rapinoe was an undoubtable star in
the women’s world cup last year.
And the women’s world cup teams boasted
at least 41 out lesbian or bi players.

But why
this such
an issue?
…though
we isknow
they exist
because
some have come out after retirement.

A quick look on Wikipedia shows there
are a lot of LGB role-models in sports in
general – so why not male football?

A quick look on Wikipedia shows there
are a lot of LGB role-models in sports in
general – so why not male football?
And cricket
has players
actively
challenging
these
attitudes in
sport.

https://youtu.be/FhLxnz2YgYk - first 36 seconds

Discuss
• Why do you think
football remains a place
where gay men feel
unsafe to come out?
• How could football
change to become
more inclusive?

What areas could we stand to see
more LGB role models in in general?
• What do you think has to change to
make this happen?
• Who do you think needs to be involved
in this process?
• What effect do you think having more
role models will have?

